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Abstract
Debris flows are important geomorphic agents in mountainous terrains that shape channel environments and add a dynamic
element to sediment supply and channel disturbance. Identification of channels susceptible to debris-flow inputs of sediment and
organic debris, and quantification of the likelihood and magnitude of those inputs, are key tasks for characterizing spatial and
temporal patterns found in channel conditions and associated habitats in a river network. Widely available digital elevation and
land-cover data (10-m DEMs and 25-m satellite imagery) offer the potential to assess debris-flow runout paths over regional
extents. This paper presents a model for using these data to calculate empirical probabilities for debris-flow runout over DEMdetermined flow paths and shows how these probabilities can be combined over all sources to estimate the potential for debris-flow
delivery to stream reaches throughout entire channel networks. The model is calibrated and model predictions are compared to
field-mapped debris-flow travel paths from study sites in the Coast Range of Oregon, USA. This model predicts debris-flow
probability over channel-reach scales that can be aggregated to basin-scale measures of debris-flow potential. It offers
unprecedented ability to characterize debris-flow effects over channel networks, providing a tool for risk assessment and for
generating hypotheses that relate topographic and forest-cover controls on debris-flow runout to the types and abundance of
channel habitats in a river basin.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Landslides and debris flows are important geomorphic agents in mountainous terrain and can greatly affect
mountain stream ecosystems (Swanson et al., 1988,
1998). Debris fans and terraces constrain channel
planform and cross-sectional geometry; boulders and
wood in debris-flow deposits form persistent sources of
⁎ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 206 633 1792.
E-mail address: danmiller@earthsystems.net (D.J. Miller).
0169-555X/$ - see front matter © 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.geomorph.2007.05.009

channel roughness (Benda, 1990; Wohl and Pearthree,
1991; Brummer and Montgomery, 2003). Debris-flow
depositional sites, thereby, contribute to aquatic habitat
heterogeneity (Benda et al., 2003; Bigelow et al., 2007).
Debris flows are also important sources of channel
disturbance, scouring centuries of accumulated sediment and organic debris from headwater streams, and
inundating valley floors in their deposits (Hack and
Goodlett, 1960; Cenderelli and Kite, 1998; Miller and
Benda, 2000; May and Gresswell, 2003). Characterization of debris-flow locations and rates of occurrence are
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thus key factors in analysis of mountain river geomorphology and associated ecosystems (Benda et al., 2004;
May and Gresswell, 2004). The role of debris flows in
driving ecosystem dynamics is of particular concern in
areas managed for timber production, because evidence
points to timber harvest and road construction as
prominent controls on where and how often landslides
and associated debris flows occur (Swanson and
Dyrness, 1975; Montgomery et al., 2000).
Our goal was to develop methods for identifying and
ranking stream channels subject to landslide-triggered
debris-flows over areas spanning 101 to 104 km2.
Analysis over these spatial extents constrained us to
using available digital data with geographical information system (GIS) software. We approached this task in
two phases. In the first, we characterized susceptibility
of hillslopes to debris-flow triggering landslides (Miller
and Burnett, 2007). In the second, described here, we
characterized potentials for debris-flow runout from
identified landslide source areas. Both phases relied on
the same strategy: 1) identify the pertinent processes and
specify a priori topographic and forest-cover attributes
that influence landslide susceptibility and debris-flow
runout, based on observations and measurements
reported in previous studies, 2) define spatially
distributed, digital characterizations (maps) of these
attributes, 3) overlay mapped landslides and debris-flow
tracks on these digital maps, and 4) define empirical
probabilities of encountering a mapped landslide or
debris-flow track in terms of the specified attributes. We
characterized landslide susceptibility in terms of
topographic attributes derived from 10-m-grid digital
elevation models (DEMs), forest-cover classes based on
classified satellite imagery, and vicinity to mapped
forest roads (Miller and Burnett, 2007). Our objective
now is to characterize debris-flow tracks in terms of
forest-cover class and DEM-inferred gradient, flow-path
confinement, and channel-network geometry to provide
an empirical probability that a debris flow continued
from its originating location downslope cell-to-cell
along a DEM-delineated flow path. We describe
methods to estimate runout probabilities for a single
debris flow and to incorporate multiple debris-flow
sources to calculate a relative probability that a channel
reach contains a mapped debris-flow track.
Two basic approaches have been used for empirical
models of debris-flow runout: those using the ratio of total
vertical and horizontal displacement of the debris-flow
mass (Bathurst et al., 1997; Iverson, 1997; Rickenmann,
1999) and those using local measures of runout path
geometry (Benda and Cundy, 1990; Cannon 1993;
Iverson et al., 1998; Fannin and Wise, 2001). We have
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taken the second approach, which can accommodate
changes in debris-flow volume associated with scour and
deposition along the runout path, and which also benefits
from the topographic detail available in current DEMs.
Several variations of this approach have been implemented in GIS-based models (Ellen and Mark, 1993;
Schilling, 1998; Hofmeister and Miller, 2003). We build
on concepts presented in these earlier studies, focusing
particularly on debris-flow delivery to stream channels,
on effects of forest cover, and on techniques that can be
implemented over regional extents.
2. Methods
2.1. Conceptual basis
Two basic postulates formed the basis of the runout
model: 1) the downslope end of a debris-flow deposit,
the terminus, indicates the point where the volume
entrained equals the volume deposited, and 2) the
entrained and deposited volumes can be estimated as
functions of attributes along the travel path. We sought to
constrain these travel-path attributes over large areas. At
these scales, the factors that influence runout length
cannot all be resolved, so we took an empirical and
probabilistic approach. We used a population of
observed debris-flow travel paths to identify the range
of attribute values, at the resolution of available data, that
characterized locations of mapped debris-flow scour and
deposition. From this information, we defined an index
of debris-flow volume that varied with travel distance
along any potential debris-flow path. We then used the
distribution of index values calculated for mapped
debris-flow end points to define an empirical probability
that a debris flow terminated. This probability is a
function of the volume index, which is a function of
topographic and forest-cover attributes along the cumulative travel path. From this information, we inferred the
likelihood that a debris flow continued downslope from
its point of origin to any point along a potential flow path.
Three key observations guided our development of
this model:
1. Debris flows entrain material through steep, confined
sections of the travel path and deposit material
through lower gradient, unconfined sections (Benda
and Cundy, 1990; Fannin and Wise, 2001). As a
consequence of entrainment along a portion of the
runout path, deposited volume correlates with travel
length (May, 2002).
2. Debris flows often terminate at channel confluences
where the junction angle is large (Benda and Cundy,
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1990) and/or where the receiving valley is wide and
of low gradient (May, 2002).
3. Debris flows through recently harvested forests tend
to travel further, and entrain more material, than
those through older stands containing large trees
(Robison et al., 1999; May, 2002; Ishikawa et al.,
2003; Lancaster et al., 2003).
Although many additional factors affect debris-flow
runout, these three observations are particularly pertinent to our goal of quantifying the potential for debrisflow scour and deposition over a channel network. Of
crucial importance, the required variables – gradient,
topographic confinement, channel junction angles, and
forest cover – can all be estimated with available digital
data.
2.2. Single debris flow
In the absence of fluvial reworking, the downstream
end of a debris-flow deposit indicates the point where
volume deposited equals the volume entrained. If
volume entrained and volume deposited relate to
quantifiable aspects of the travel path (specifically,
gradient and channel confinement), then analysis of a
potential debris-flow track provides a comparison of
scoured to deposited volume and, where the two are
equal, gives an estimate of travel distance (Cannon,
1993; Fannin and Wise, 2001). Thus, our analysis of
debris-flow runout started by examining observed travel
paths.
To differentiate zones of entrainment and deposition,
we overlaid on a DEM debris-flow tracks that had been
field mapped into sections of scour, transitional flow (no
net scour or deposition), and deposition. In an analysis
of field observations, Fannin and Rollerson (1993)
found that the ratio of channel width to slope gradient
delineated zones of scour and deposition. To extend this
measure to DEM-derived quantities, from which
channel width is not generally resolvable on the 10-m
data available, we defined a width-weighted slope (SW)
SW ¼

sin h
w

ð1Þ

where θ is surface gradient, estimated from the DEM
using a nine-point surface polynomial as described by
Zevenbergen and Thorne (1987), and w is a measure of
confining width defined using measures of surface
geometry obtained directly from the DEM:


WV
w ¼ 1  arctan 1 
:
ð2Þ
WV1

Here WV is valley width and WV1 is a normalizing
constant set to the mean width of first-order valleys (see
Table 1 for a complete list of symbols). We did not use
WV directly in Eq. (1), because (as explained below) our
algorithm for measuring WV in some cases greatly over
estimated valley width. The use of an asymptotic
function minimized the influence of these errors. The
function w is less than one when WV is less than WV1,
and increases asymptotically to a limiting value of 2.57
(one minus the arctangent of minus infinity) as WV
increases indefinitely. Along delineated channels, WV
was estimated as the shortest transect intersecting
opposite valley walls at a height of some multiple of

Table 1
List of symbols
SW
θ
w
WV
PS
PT
PDep
VS
VD
L
F
R
pR
FR
LR
PR
VDF
θJ
pJ
PJ
pDEL
PLS
PDEL
LC
VR
SA

Width-weighted slope, Eq. (1)
Ground-surface gradient, Eq. (1)
Measure of confining width, Eq. (2)
Valley width, Eq. (2)
Probability of debris-flow scour, Eqs. (3) and (6)
Probability of debris-flow transitional flow, Eqs. (4) and (8)
Probability of debris-flow deposition, Eqs. (5) and (7)
Index proportional to volume entrained by debris flow along
the travel path, Eq. (11)
Index proportional to volume deposited by debris flow along
the travel path, Eq. (12)
Debris flow travel distance, Eq. (14)
Cumulative distribution of a population of debris-flow travel
distances, Eqs. (14) and (18)
Natural logarithm of the ratio of volume deposited to volume
entrained, Eq. (15)
Adjustment to probability that a debris flow terminated in a
travel increment, Eq. (16)
Cumulative distribution of debris-flow endpoint R values, Eq.
(16)
Weighted debris-flow travel length, Eq. (17)
Probability that a debris flow reached a point downslope of its
origin, Eq. (19)
Index of debris-flow volume, Eq. (20)
Tributary junction angle
Probability that a debris flow continued through a channel
junction
Probability that a debris flow traveled through all upstream
channel junctions, Eq. (21)
Probability that a debris flow occurred from a specific point and
traveled to a specific point downslope, Eq. (22)
Probability of a mapped debris-flow triggering landslide, Eq.
(22)
Probability that a debris flow from any upslope point occurred
and traveled to a specified point, Eq. (24)
Cumulative travel length of debris flows over a specified area,
Eq. (25)
Debris-flow-deposit volume remaining in the receiving
channel, with the rest removed by fluvial erosion, Eq. (26)
The slope (m/m)–area (km2) product, Eq. (26); an index of total
stream power
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bank-full depth above the channel. Bank-full depth can
be estimated from a regional regression of measured
bank-full depths to drainage area. With the 10-m DEMs,
placement of the cross-valley transect at a height of five
bank-full depths above the channel gave the best
correspondence to estimates of valley width made
from 1:24,000-scale topographic maps. However, in
some cases, particularly for small, low-gradient channels, the cross-valley transect missed the adjacent valley
walls, leading to an undefined or unrealistically wide
estimate of WV. When this happened, the use of Eq. (2)
limited estimates of confinement w to the maximum
value of 2.57. For unchannelized hillslope swales, WV
was estimated at a height of 2 m using cross-slope
curvature from the nine-node surface polynomial. This
height gave valley widths for first-order channels similar
to those obtained with the cross-valley transect. Large
values of SW correspond to steep, confined channels and
gullies; small values correspond to less-steep, unconfined channels and swales.
DEM cells intersected by debris-flow tracks were
separated according to field-identified type (scour,
transitional flow, or deposition) and ranked by increasing SW value. Over any small increment, ▵SW, the
proportion in each type defines an empirical probability
that a cell was mapped in a zone of scour (PS),
transitional flow (PT), or deposition (PDep):

PS ðSW Þ ¼

DnS ðSW Þ
nð SW Þ

ð3Þ

PT ðSW Þ ¼

DnT ðSW Þ
nð SW Þ

ð4Þ

PDep ðSW Þ ¼

DnDep ðSW Þ
:
nð SW Þ

ð5Þ

Here ▵nS(SW), ▵nT(SW), and ▵nDep(SW) are the
number of cells mapped as scour, transitional, or
depositional, respectively, over the range SW ± ▵SW,
and n(SW) is the total number of cells in the increment:
n(SW) = ▵nS(SW) + ▵nT(SW) + ▵nDep(SW). Out of all
DEM cells traversed by mapped debris-flow-tracks,
Eqs. (3)–(5) indicate the proportion of cells within the
range SW ± ▵SW that are in each type. PS, PT, and PDep
vary over the full range of SW values such that, at any
point, they sum to unity. High PS values (i.e., a high
proportion of scour cells) are associated with high SW
values and high PDep values (i.e., a high proportion of
deposition cells) are associated with small SW values.
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Values for PS and PDep should vary monotonically with
SW. We found that a three-parameter function of the
form (a + bx)c closely matched patterns indicated by
field data, giving
PS ðSW Þ ¼ ðaS þ bS SW ÞcS

ð6Þ


c
PDep ðSW Þ ¼ aDep þ bDep SW Dep

ð7Þ



PT ðSW Þ ¼ 1  PS þ PDep :

ð8Þ

Values for coefficients a and b are constrained by the
SW values at which the proportions specified in Eqs. (3)
and (5) become zero (SW0) and one (SW1):
a¼

SW1
SW0  SW1

ð9Þ

b¼

1
SW1  SW0

ð10Þ

The SW0 value for PS was set to the smallest
observed SW value associated with scour, leaving five
free coefficients (SW1 for scour, SW0 and SW1 for
deposition, cS, and cDep) to determine for Eqs. (6) and
(7), with the further constraint that PS + PDep ≤ 1.
Coefficient values were set using a least-squares fit to
the cumulative channel lengths, plotted against SW, for
field-mapped zones of scour, transitional flow, and
deposition. For SW values smaller than SW0 for scour,
PS was set to zero; for values greater than SW1 for scour,
PS was set to one. Likewise, for SW values smaller than
SW1 for deposition, PDep was set to one; for values
greater than SW0 for deposition, PDep was set to zero. To
assess the influence of forest cover, this calibration was
determined separately for different cover types. The
empirical probabilities defined in Eqs. (6) and (7)
differentiate zones of potential scour and deposition
over all channels.
For a potential debris-flow track, we assumed that the
volume entrained is proportional to the length of the
scour zone; i.e., the volume entrained is the unknown
entrainment rate (m3 m− 1) multiplied by the scour-zone
length. The scour-zone length was estimated by
integrating the probability of scour along the debrisflow track, or in the digital case, summing over cells:
Volume entrained~VS ¼

X

PSi li :

ð11Þ
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Here PSi is the probability of scour of the i-th cell along
the runout track, li is the length of the runout track
through the i-th cell, and VS is a measure proportional to
the potential cumulative scoured (entrained) volume.
Likewise, we assumed that the volume deposited is
proportional to the length of the depositional zone, with
two additional factors: the volume deposited per unit
length of travel was assumed to increase with total
volume and with valley width. Larger debris flows leave
deeper deposits, and broader valleys have wider
deposits. Iverson et al. (1998) suggested that the
planimetric area of debris-flow deposits is proportional
to volume deposited to the two-thirds power, or that
mean depth of deposition is proportional to volume to
the one-third power. Although focused on debris-flow
deposits created by volcanic lahars, Iverson et al. (1998)
also presented data on smaller, non-volcanic debris
flows in their Fig. 6. With these assumptions, we defined
VD, a measure proportional to the potential cumulative
volume deposited as
X 1=3
Volume Deposited~VD ¼
VSi PDepi li wi
ð12Þ
where VSi is proportional to the cumulative volume
entrained, Eq. (6), at the i-th cell; PDepi is the probability
of deposition, Eq. (7), li is the length, and wi is the
measure of confining width defined in Eq. (2), all for the
i-th cell.
The debris-flow deposit extends to where the volume
scoured equals the volume deposited. Both VS and VD
were defined as proportional to these volumes, so at the
endpoint of the deposit we had
aD V D
¼ 1:
VS

ð13Þ

Here aD is a constant of proportionality between Eqs.
(11) and (12), which we estimated from calculated
values of VS and VD at the endpoints of field-mapped
runout tracks (aD = VS / VD) using the scour and
depositional probabilities along the tracks defined by
Eqs. (6) and (7). In fact, the value of aD calculated from
Eq. (13) varies with every debris flow, reflecting
variability in the factors that affect actual debris-flow
volumes. These factors include, for example, the
volume of the initiating landslide and the volume
available for entrainment per unit length of scour
(Benda, 1990; May, 2002), which depend on details of
topography and geology, on rates of soil production and
transport (Dietrich and Dunne, 1978), and on time since
the last debris flow (May and Gresswell, 2003). Perhaps
such factors can be determined for a site-specific
analysis, but we cannot constrain them site-by-site, or

cell-by-cell, regionally (Dunne, 1998). Instead, we set
aD to the median value obtained from Eq. (13) for all
debris flows in a field survey and then used the observed
variability to define an empirical probability for debrisflow runout length.
We started with a basic constraint: the probability that a
debris flow reaches any point along a potential flow path
must not increase with increasing travel distance. The
probability of reaching a point downstream cannot
increase because the debris flow must traverse all
intermediate points to get there. In the simplest case, the
probability of terminating through any increment ▵L of
travel-length L is constant, given by λ▵L, where λ is the
probability of terminating per unit travel length. In that
case, the probability that a debris flow reaches a
downslope point decreases exponentially with distance
traveled and the travel lengths from a population of debris
flows would follow a cumulative distribution given by:
F ¼ kekL

ð14Þ

where L is total travel distance and λ is equal to one over
the mean travel distance of all debris flows. This is, in fact,
not a bad approximation to measured travel distances
when small debris flows are included in the data set (such
as those of Lancaster et al., 2003), because there are many
short-runout debris flows and few long ones. This simple
model, however, treats all debris flows the same; it does
not account for attributes of the travel path.
To incorporate the travel path into this model, we
defined a quantity R using the left side of Eq. (13):


aD VD
R ¼ ln
:
ð15Þ
VS
The value of R varies along any potential debris-flow
path in response to cumulative travel-path characteristics. Where the upslope portion of the travel path is steep
and confined, VS is large, VD small, and R is negative.
Conversely, where the travel path has extended over lowgradient, unconfined topography, VD is large and R
increases. We used the value of R along a travel path to
adjust the probability that a debris flow terminates within
the next increment of travel. The adjustment was based
on observed debris-flow endpoint R values using the
derivative of the empirical cumulative distribution
function
pR ¼

dFR ð RÞ Dnð RÞ
c
dR
N

ð16Þ

where FR(R) is the proportion of observed debris flows
with endpoint R values less than or equal to R, ▵n(R) is
the number of values in the increment R ± ▵R, and N is
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the total number of observations. For any point along a
potential debris-flow path, the probability that a debris
flow terminates in the next increment of travel is now
given as λpR▵L. Thus, the probability of terminating is
decreased where pR is small; that is, where the
cumulative travel path has an R value falling in the
range containing a small proportion of observed debrisflow endpoints. Conversely, the probability of terminating is increased where pR is large; where the cumulative
travel path has an R value falling in the range containing
a large proportion of observed endpoints. To determine a
value for λ, we defined a weighted travel length LR for
every cell along a potential debris-flow travel path:
X
pRi li :
ð17Þ
LR ¼
The sum includes all cells along the travel path to the
current point, starting with the cell where the debris flow
originated. Compared to the actual travel length, L = ∑li,
the weighted length LR reflects conditions encountered
along the way. From Eq. (14), the cumulative distribution of weighted travel lengths is then represented as
F ¼ kekLR ;

ð18Þ
P 1

and a value for λ is estimated from LR , the inverse of
the mean weighted travel length determined for a set of
field-mapped debris flows. For any potential debris-flow
path, the runout probability PR, i.e., the probability that a
debris flow reaches a point downslope, was estimated as
PR ¼ 1  kekLR :

ð19Þ

This strategy was derived simply from the observation
that debris flows entrain material through steep, confined
portions of the travel path and deposit material through
low-gradient, unconfined portions.
We next addressed the observation that debris flows
often terminate at channel confluences. To characterize
channel-junction effects on debris-flow runout, we took an
approach similar to that described above: overlay mapped
debris-flow tracks on a DEM, extract the pertinent
channel-junction attributes, and empirically estimate the
probability that a debris flow terminates at the junction
based on the proportion of observed debris-flow endpoints
associated with specific ranges of attribute values.
We began by determining the pertinent channeljunction attributes to extract. Benda and Cundy (1990),
in an analysis of 44 debris flows in the Oregon Coast
Range, observed that debris flows would typically
continue to channel gradients of about 6% (3.4°), and
that debris flows entering confluences where the
channels met at high angles often terminated, even
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when the receiving channel gradient was greater than
6%. They found that debris flows encountering junction
angles exceeding 70° invariably stopped, but suggested
that debris flows may continue through very steep
channels regardless of the junction angle. These
observations were corroborated by Robison et al.
(1999) in an analysis of landsliding in western Oregon
following a large storm in 1996. Of the 506 surveyed
landslides that entered stream channels, 361 were
interpreted as debris flows. Of these 361 debris flows,
only 8% traveled beyond channel gradients less than 6%
or through junction angles exceeding 70°. Robison et al.
(1999) note that the 8% of debris flows that traveled
further than these gradient and junction-angle thresholds
had a mean volume larger than the mean of all debris
flows mapped in their study. They also found that those
debris flows that stopped at gradients steeper than 6% or
that stopped at channel confluences with junction angles
less than 70° tended to terminate in mature forests,
regardless of the forest type at the initiation point. These
observations indicate that junction angle, debris-flow
volume, gradient and forest cover of the receiving
channel are pertinent attributes to address in the model.
Junction angles (θJ) were estimated from the
planform geometry of the DEM-derived channel
network. For each confluence within a network, we
defined the channel with the largest drainage area
upstream of the confluence as the mainstem and the
other channel as the tributary. Orientation of the
tributary was estimated using a linear regression through
channel DEM points extending 100 m upstream in the
tributary from the confluence. Orientation of the
mainstem was estimated using a linear regression
through DEM channel points extending 100 m upstream
and 100 m downstream of the confluence.
An index for debris-flow volume (VDF) was obtained
from the difference between VS, Eq. (11), and VD,
Eq. (12):
VDF ¼ VS  aD VD

ð20Þ

where aD is the constant of proportionality in Eq. (13).
Conceptually, the value of VDF is proportional to the
volume entrained minus the volume deposited, and
reflects the volume remaining at any point along the
debris-flow travel path. VDF varies along the debris-flow
path, increasing through zones of scour and decreasing
through zones of deposition. Because aD was set to the
median value obtained from Eq. (13), half of all mapped
debris-flow endpoints have negative VDF values.
Nevertheless, large VDF values indicate portions of the
travel path where the volume is potentially large; small
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values indicate portions of the travel path where any
remaining volume is likely to be small.
Effects of mainstem channel gradient were incorporated in the probability of deposition, PDep (Eqs. (5) and
(7)). PDep of the mainstem channel also reflects the
influence of forest cover, if probabilities for scour,
transitional flow, and deposition are calibrated separately for different cover types.
We assembled values for every channel confluence
encountered by mapped debris flows traveling from a
tributary into a mainstem channel, divided between
those through which debris flows continued (“go”
junctions) and those at which debris flows terminated
(“stop” junctions, indicated by a mapped debris-flow
endpoint within 30 m up or downstream of the junction).
We considered binning values over increments of each
attribute (θJ, VDF, and PDep), to create a threedimensional matrix of bins. The proportion of “go”
versus “stop” points within each bin would be an
empirical estimate of the probability that a debris flow
terminated at a junction, based on the bin it falls into.
Unless an extensive data set of field-mapped debris
flows is available for populating the bins, the data space
is sparsely populated and many bins remain empty.
Instead of binning values, we defined a point density
over a three-dimensional grid of points within the data
space (θJ, VDF, and PDep). The density was calculated by
counting points, weighted by distance, over a specified
volume centered at each grid point. To provide a
continuous estimate of proportions throughout the data
space, we used a three-dimensional interpolation
technique for finite-element analysis, the 20-node
serendipity brick (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1988). All
internal values are set by the values at 20 nodes on the
exterior surface (Fig. 1). Values at the nodes of the brick
were set to give the best least-squares fit to the ratio of
“go” to total point (sum of the “go” and “stop” points)
density at each position within the three-dimensional
grid. The probability that a debris flow travels through a
channel junction, pJ, was then estimated from the
position within the brick determined by the junction
angle (θJ), the volume index of the debris flow at the
junction (VDF), and the depositional probability (PDep)
of the receiving channel. The probability of traversing
multiple junctions, PJ, was given by the product of each:

probability given by Eq. (19), and PJ , the probability of
traversing all upstream junctions given by Eq. (21). The
probability that a debris flow occurred and traveled to a
channel (pDEL) is:

PJ ¼ jpJ

Fig. 1. A 20-node, 3-dimensional serendipity brick for estimating pJ,
the probability that a debris flow continues through a tributary
junction. Values of depositional probability PDep in the receiving
channel, tributary junction-angle θJ, and debris-flow-volume index
VDF determine position within the brick. Values of pJ are determined at
all points within the brick by the values set at the 20 nodes indicated on
the surface.

ð21Þ

where the product is over all upstream junctions.
We could then follow a debris flow from its point of
origin and calculate the probability that it reached any
downslope point using the product of PR, the runout

pDEL ¼ PLS PR PJ

ð22Þ

where PLS is the probability for a debris-flow triggering
landslide, which can be obtained from spatially
distributed estimates of landslide density. Landslide
probability is an equally important, but separate, aspect
of this model, which we treat in detail in a separate paper
(Eq. (14) in Miller and Burnett, 2007). Eq. (22), and the
steps taken to obtain each of its components, provides a
method for estimating the potential for debris-flow
transfer of material from any single hillslope location to
any point downslope, including any point in the channel
network. Eq. (22) incorporates effects of topography
and channel geometry along the runout path and can be
calibrated to field observations. Importantly for our
purposes, it uses representations of topography and
channel geometry derived from a DEM (both for
calibration and for prediction), so that the model can
be implemented in a GIS.
2.3. Multiple debris flows
A point in a channel is potentially subject to debris
flows from multiple sources. To assess potential for in-
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channel effects, we must account for all potential debris
flows. We can use the product of probability over all
potential sources, but the product of pDEL over all
sources would give the vanishingly small probability
that every one of them failed and delivered material to
the stream. To calculate the probability that any single
source, out of all potential sources, failed and delivered,
we must use the probability of no delivery from any
source. The probability of no delivery from a single
source is given simply by 1 − pDEL, from which we
obtained the probability of no delivery from any source
(PNO_DEL), and subsequently, the probability for
delivery from any source (PDEL):
PNODEL ¼ C ð1  pDEL Þi
PDEL ¼ 1  PNODEL :

ð23Þ
ð24Þ

To implement Eq. (23), we created a PNO_DEL grid
with a starting value of one for every cell. We then
marched through the DEM, cell by cell, and for all cells
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with a landslide initiation probability, PLS, greater than
zero, we traced the downslope travel path. For each cell
encountered along the travel path, we calculate the nodelivery probability, 1 − pDEL, multiplied the corresponding cell in the PNO_DEL grid by this value, and
then updated the PNO_DEL grid. We continued along the
flow path until the no-delivery probability had a
calculated value of one. After tracing travel paths from
every DEM cell, the PDEL values were obtained by
subtracting the PNO_DEL grid from one. The resulting
grid gave the probability, for every cell in the DEM, of
debris-flow delivery from any upslope source point.
Probabilities for channel reaches were based on the
average value for cells contained in the reach.
3. Description and calibration data for study sites in
the Oregon Coast Range
The Oregon Coast Range provides all the conditions
for generation of abundant debris flows. Situated on the
west coast of Oregon (Fig. 2), it presents sufficient relief
(0 to 1200 m) to drive a substantial orographic gradient

Fig. 2. Location of the field sites for the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) debris-flow study in the Oregon Coast Range.
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for moisture-laden air moving inland off the Pacific
Ocean. Mean-annual precipitation, falling mainly as
winter rain, ranges from lows of 1000 mm east of the
crest to 5000 mm west of the crest, and includes
infrequent, long-duration storms with periods of high
intensity (Taylor and Hannan, 1999). Bedrock consists
primarily of marine sandstones and shales, with
interspersed basaltic volcanics that increase in predominance to the north (Walker and MacLeod, 1991), and
maintains steep slopes drained by abundant headwater
streams. Slopes are mantled with thin soils that support
extensive conifer and hardwood forests, subject in the
past to infrequent, severe wildfires, and in modern times
to extensive timber harvest and fire suppression
(Franklin and Dyrness, 1988). These soils are subject
to rainfall-triggered landslides, many of which evolve
into debris flows that then traverse the steep, headwater
channels. In the Coast Range, debris flows form a
primary mechanism for bedrock erosion (Stock and
Dietrich, 2006) and transfer of sediment from hillslopes
to valley floors (Benda, 1990; May and Gresswell,
2004).
Over four days in February 1996, following a wet
winter with high antecedent moisture, a high-intensity,
long-duration rainstorm caused extensive flooding and
triggered thousands of debris flows throughout western
Oregon (Hofmeister, 2000). Precipitation totals over the
duration of the storm were highly variable and set new
records for 4-day total precipitation at some sites
(Taylor, 1997).
The Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) undertook an extensive field-mapping effort, starting in the
summer of 1996, to determine landslide frequency and
channel impacts (Robison et al., 1999). Three study sites
with extensive landsliding were delineated for detailed
field mapping. Two of these were in the Oregon Coast
Range (Mapleton and Tillamook, Fig. 2) and one (Vida)
further east in the Oregon Cascade Range. We calibrated
the model for use in the Coast Range, and therefore used
data only from Coast Range sites, that from Mapleton
for model calibration and evaluation and from Tillamook for model evaluation. The Mapleton site, which
encompassed 21.5 km2, is entirely underlain by marine
sandstones (Fig. 2). Elevations range from 35 m to
660 m with a mean gradient of 0.50. Channel density is
3.1 km km− 2; the mean channel gradient, including all
channels, is 0.19; and (excluding the Siuslaw River, a
7th-order channel of 900 km2) the site includes channels
up to 4th order draining up to 12 km2. The estimated
mean-annual precipitation at the site is 1890 mm (Water
and Climate Center of the Natural resources Conservation Service, 1998). The estimated total precipitation for

the February 1996 storm at the Mapleton site was
around 260 mm (Taylor, 1997). In contrast, the
Tillamook site, which encompassed 11.7 km2 , is
underlain by basalts (Fig. 2). Elevations range from
211 to 1125 m with a mean gradient of 0.60. Channel
density is 6.1 km km− 2; the mean channel gradient is
0.42; and the site includes channels up to 6th order
draining up to 31 km 2 . Estimated mean-annual
precipitation is 4000 mm, and estimated total February

Fig. 3. Map of debris-flow impacts surveyed by the ODF for the
Mapleton and Tillamook study sites.
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fluvial flows. Mapped landslide tracks and channel
impacts were divided into zones of scour, transitional
flow, and deposition (Robison et al., 1999). We used the
mapped landslide locations, runout tracks to the
channels, and channels mapped as impacted by debris
torrents to estimate debris-flow track locations.
Forest stands were mapped into four age classes (b
10 years, 10–30 years, 31–100 years, N 100 years) by
ODF based on harvest history and stand-age mapping
provided by landowners and verified using 1:6000-scale
aerial photographs taken in the spring and summer of
1996 (Robison et al., 1999). We correlated forest-age
class in the study sites with forest cover that was
mapped for the entire Oregon Coast Range by Ohmann
and Gregory (2002) from Landsat Thematic Mapper
imagery (25-m grids) and field plots. From this we
delineated three broad forest-cover types: 1) Open (b
10 years): unforested and recently clear-cut harvested,
remnant forest, or very-small-diameter (b 10 cm
diameter at breast height (dbh)) conifer and hardwood/
conifer forest; 2) Mixed (10–100 years): hardwood
forest, small- and medium diameter (10–50 cm dbh)

Fig. 4. Cumulative channel length mapped at the Mapleton study site
as scour, transitional flow, and deposition plotted against the widthweighted slope, SW in Eq. (1), for a) Mixed and Open forest classes,
and b) Large forest class. Solid lines show the best-fit cumulative
distributions. Note the change in vertical scale between the two graphs.

1996 storm precipitation was around 600 mm. At both
sites, our analyses included the entire drainage area to
every channel, subsequently clipped to the ODF studysite boundaries.
Objectives of ODF's field mapping at these sites
were to: find and measure every landslide that delivered
sediment to the stream channel; document and measure
the associated debris flows and channel impacts; and
gather site information regarding forest practices that
may have contributed to the impacts (Robison et al.,
1999). This storm and ODF's consequent field mapping
provided an unprecedented debris-flow data set for the
Oregon Coast Range.
Landslide locations and runout tracks to stream
channels were mapped by ODF at the Mapleton and
Tillamook study sites (Fig. 3). Channel impacts were
mapped at 150-foot intervals over the entire channel
network, up to channel gradients of 40%. Impacts were
classified as none, low, medium, and high. High channel
impacts were associated with dam-break floods and
debris torrents. Debris-torrent deposits included those
from both debris flows and sediment- and debris-laden

Fig. 5. Probabilities for a) debris-flow scour and b) deposition obtained
from least-squares fits to the cumulative distributions in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6. Cumulative distribution of R values from Eq. (13) for mapped
endpoints of the 24 debris flows that did not terminate at channel
junctions. Derivative of the fitted curve gives pR (Eq. (16)), which
adjusts the probability that a debris flow terminated within any
increment of travel.

conifer and hardwood/conifer forest; and 3) Large (N
100 years): large- and very-large-diameter (N 50 cm
dbh) conifer and hardwood/conifer forests. Calibration
of probabilities for scour, transitional flow, and
deposition were performed separately for each of these
three cover types.
DEMs were interpolated over a 10-m grid, with
drainage enforcement, from contour lines on USGS
1:24,000-scale topographic maps as described by Clarke
and Burnett (2003). Channel networks were delineated
using flow paths inferred from the DEMs, as described
in Miller (2003). Channel initiation criteria were set to
provide the greatest channel density without “feathering” of channels onto unchannelized hillslopes (Montgomery and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1993). The 10-m
DEMs provide sufficient topographic detail to resolve
greater channel density than indicated by the USGS
blue-line channels and identify most of the steep
channels subject to debris-flow scour and deposition
in the Oregon Coast Range.

cover class, weighted-slope values (SW, Eq. (1)) were
calculated for each DEM cell along these tracks and
divided between the field-delineated zones of scour,
transitional flow, and deposition. Observed and predicted debris-flow-track lengths for these zones are
plotted against SW as cumulative distributions in Fig. 4.
Cumulative lengths of scour, transitional flow, and
depositional zones were predicted by multiplying the
flow length through each DEM cell by the PS, PDep, and
PT values obtained for the cell from Eqs. (6)–(8), and
then summing over all cells traversed by mapped debrisflow tracks. The five adjustable coefficients in Eqs. (6)
and (7) were varied to minimize the squared differences
between the observed and predicted cumulative distributions. The resulting PS and PDep curves from Eqs.
(6) and (7) are shown in Fig. 5. Results for PS and PDep
in the Open and Mixed forest-cover classes were
indistinguishable, but differed from those in the Large
forest-cover class (Fig. 5a). In particular, we found that
debris flows through older forests had a lower potential
for scour.
The next step was to determine a value for the travellength weighting term, pR of Eq. (16). Using the
functional forms for PS and PDep shown in Fig. 5,
values for VS, Eq. (11), and VD, Eq. (12), were
calculated for all cells along the debris-flow tracks.
For debris flows from multiple sources that merged into
a single track, VS and VD were calculated for the single
longest track. For the 24 debris flows that did not stop at
channel junctions, the median aD value, Eq. (13), was
0.25, giving the cumulative distribution of R values, Eq.
(15), for mapped debris-flow end points shown in Fig. 6.
To obtain a weighting value, pR, as a function of R, the

4. Results
4.1. Calibration
Mapping by ODF (Robison et al., 1999) from the
Mapleton study site (Fig. 3) included 46 separate debrisflow tracks that could be matched, within 30 m, to flow
paths determined on the 10-m DEMs. The mapped
debris-flow tracks were then overlain on the 25-m-grid
forest-cover data and divided between the three cover
classes. Tracks that crossed forest-class boundaries were
split and divided between the different classes. For each

Fig. 7. Cumulative distribution of weighted travel lengths for the 24
debris flows that did not terminate at channel junctions. Solid lines
show exponential fits (Eq. (18)) to these points for three values of l
(the rate parameter in an exponential distribution).
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cumulative distribution of endpoint R values was fit
with an exponential function, with the least-squares fit
giving FR = 0.461e0.489R, the derivative of which gives
pR = 0.226e0.489R .
Using this form for pR, weighted travel lengths, LR
of Eq. (17), were calculated for the 24 debris flows
(Fig. 7). The mean value, 75.8 m, indicates a probability
(or rate) of terminating of 0.013 m− 1 of weighted travel
length. However, a value of 0.02 m− 1 better represents
the distribution of debris flows with weighted travel
lengths less than 100 m (Fig. 7); the long-runout debris
flows do not fit this model well.
Channel-junction angles (θJ), debris-flow-volume
indices (VDF), and depositional probabilities (PDep) of
the receiving mainstem channel were calculated for all
channel junctions intersected by the mapped debris
flows (Fig. 8). Based on the calculated values of VDF
(Fig. 8), a 20-node serendipity brick was defined that
extended from VDF values of −300 to 100. By definition, PDep values extend from zero to one and θJ from 0
to 90°. Every junction traversed by a debris flow and
every junction where a debris flow terminated provided
a point in the data space. We identified 19 traversed
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junctions (“go” junctions) and 22 junctions where
debris flows terminated (“stop” junctions). Point
densities were calculated over the three-dimensional
grid with 60 increments in each dimension, over a radius
spanning 20 increments in each dimension. The
variation in pJ, the probability that a debris flow
traverses a junction, obtained from the resulting
interpolation is illustrated over several planes intersecting the data space in Fig. 8. This completes calibration
of the debris-flow model.
4.2. Evaluation
Using the procedure described for GIS creation of a
PDEL grid, probabilities for debris-flow delivery were
calculated for every DEM cell and are shown for
channels at the Mapleton and Tillamook study sites in
Fig. 9. These probabilities account for the spatial
distribution of potential debris-flow sources and intervening topography relative to the channels, and
integrate these factors into a single measure of relative
potential for debris-flow delivery. These probabilities
are based, however, on a relatively small sample size,

Fig. 8. Observed parameter values at channel junctions and estimated probabilities that a debris flow continues through a junction. a) Scatter plots of
observed parameter values for channel junctions intersected by mapped debris flows. PDep is the probability of debris-flow deposition, Eqs. (5) and
(7); and VDF is an index of remaining debris-flow volume, Eq. (20). b) Contours of the estimated probability (pJ) that a debris flow continues through
a junction at three values of VDF from cross sections through the 20-node serendipity brick obtained from point densities indicated in Fig. 8a.
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Fig. 10. Predicted and observed proportions of total channel length
within the Mapleton study site, divided by gradient class, traversed by
debris flows. Predictions were made with two values of λ (rate
parameter for the exponential distribution of debris-flow travel lengths,
Eq. (18)), for which a λ value of 0.035 best matches the observations.

conditions in the study area and that our model
adequately characterizes controls on debris-flow runout.
Conversely, dissimilarity in the predicted and observed
distributions suggests either that our debris-flow sample
was not indicative of those that could occur in the area,
or that our model is inadequate.

Fig. 9. Calculated probability of finding mapped debris-flows for
potentially fish-bearing channels at the Mapleton and Tillamook study
sites. Fish-bearing channels are estimated as those with no downstream
gradients exceeding 20% and estimated mean-annual flows exceeding
0.01 m3 s− 1.

given the range in possible combinations of hillslope
topography and channel geometry to be found in a
drainage basin.
To assess model output, we compared the distribution of debris-flow locations predicted over the entire
study area to those documented by field mapping.
Similarity in the predicted and observed distributions
suggests that our calibration data are representative of

Fig. 11. The proportion of channel length over the Tillamook study
site, by gradient class, with mapped and predicted debris-flow impacts,
for a) all channels and b) only 1st- through 3rd-order channels.
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Our predictions, however, are in terms of probability,
not travel length. To translate probability to a prediction
of travel length that we could compare directly to field
observations, we considered probability in terms of the
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proportion of channel segments traversed by debris
flows. For example, from a collection of 1000 channel
segments chosen from our data set, if each has a
calculated probability of 0.01, it is most likely that we

Fig. 12. The effect of slope–area product, an index of total stream power and fluvial transport potential, on the volume of debris-flow deposits
remaining in the channel. a) The slope–area product for the Tillamook and Mapleton study sites. b) The proportion of debris-flow-deposit volume
remaining in the receiving channel (from Benda, 1990) for deposits b 5 years old as a function of slope–area product. The missing volume was carried
downstream by fluvial transport, much of which occurs at the time of deposition. c) Histogram of the mean slope–area product by stream order for the
study sites. The right vertical axis shows the proportion of deposit volume removed by fluvial transport based on the linear regression to the data
in (b).
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will find 10 were traversed by a debris flow. Using this
logic, the cumulative length (LC) traversed by debris
flows predicted for any set of channels is
LC ¼

X

PDELi li ;

ð25Þ

from which the proportion of those channels traversed
by debris flows is given by LC / ∑li. Here PDELi, Eq.
(22), is the probability for a debris-flow to travel to the
channel traversing the i-th cell, li is length of the
channel through the i-th cell, and the sum is over all
channels specified. For any set of channels, we can then
calculate the proportion of channel length traversed by
debris flows and compare this prediction with the
proportion observed. We assume that the spatial pattern
of debris-flow susceptibility indicated by the calibration
data is representative of the pattern that would be
observed following similar large storms. We do not
expect debris flows in exactly the same locations, but we
do expect that the terrain attributes associated with
debris flows mapped in this study are indicative of
channels that have been or will be traversed by debris
flows during previous and future storms.
To compare predictions to observed values, we
calculated LC for all delineated channels in the Mapleton
study site, divided channels into gradient classes, and
compared the proportion of channel length in each class
predicted to have been traversed by a debris flow to the
proportion with mapped debris flows (Fig. 10). Using
the parameter values from the calibration described
previously, we found that LC tended to over-predict the
proportion of low-gradient channel length with debris
flows, relative to the results from the calibration data set
(Fig. 10). Over-prediction of travel length in lowgradient channels suggests that we under-estimated the
value of λ, the probability of terminating per unit length
of travel, since low-gradient channels tend to occur at
the downstream end of debris-flow runout tracks.
Calculated LC values matched observations more
closely when λ was increased from 0.02 to 0.035
(Fig. 10). We could choose a value to match either the
empirical distribution of individual weighted travel
lengths (Eq. (18) and Fig. 7), or the empirical
distribution of travel lengths over different stream
gradients (Eq. (25) summed over all channels in a
gradient class, and Fig. 10). We chose the latter, because
we are ultimately interested in characterizing debrisflow effects on low-gradient, fish-bearing streams, not
in predicting runout lengths for individual debris flows.
This added one more step to our calibration procedure
and indicated an inability of this model to effectively
represent both the distribution of individual debris-flow

travel lengths and the distribution of channel gradients
affected by the debris flows represented in this data set.
By adding this last calibration step, we emphasized the
distribution of stream gradients sampled by these debris
flows at the expense of the predicted distribution of total
lengths.
The ODF mapping from the Tillamook study area
provides a separate data set to compare with model
predictions. Field mapping there (Robison et al., 1999)
indicated that all channels with gradients less than 5%
(2.9°) contained evidence of debris-torrent passage
(Figs. 3 and 11a), whereas model predictions indicate
that only about 4% of these channels would be traversed
by debris flows (Fig. 11a). This discrepancy may reflect
differences in the nature of the mainstem channels
between the Mapleton and Tillamook sites. Effects of
debris-flow deposition in mainstem channels depend on
the potential for fluvial transport of material forming the
deposit. Channels are typically steeper at the Tillamook
than at the Mapleton site, and, except for the Siuslaw
River in the Mapleton site, the Tillamook site includes
larger channels (Fig. 12). Benda et al. (2003) found that
small debris flows, under 1000 m3, depositing into
relatively large or steep rivers, with a slope–area product
greater than about 0.3 km2, tended to have a large
proportion of their volume carried downstream by the
receiving channel. In these cases, debris-flow material
can contribute to fluvial deposits for long distances
downstream (e.g., Miller and Benda, 2000).
To estimate the potential for downstream fluvial
transport of debris-flow material, we used data presented by Benda (1990, Fig. 3 on pp. 461) that relate the
proportion of debris-flow-deposit volume remaining to
drainage area of the receiving channel. For deposits
5 years or less in age, Benda (1990) estimated total
deposit volume from the geometry and length of scoured
zones along the associated debris-flow tracks, and
determined volume remaining from ground surveys.
We plotted Benda's (1990) results for the proportion of
volume remaining against the slope-area product
(Fig. 12b), rather than drainage area alone, using data
for each site from Benda (1988). Although a bit sparse in
the midrange, the data clearly show that erosion of
debris-flow deposits was greater in larger and steeper
channels. A linear regression through the points gives
VR, the proportion of volume removed, as a function of
slope–area product SA:
VR ¼ 1:73SA  1:08:

ð26Þ

Average debris-flow volumes at both the Tillamook
and Mapleton study sites, determined from the estimated
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volume of material eroded along the scoured portion of
the runout track, were relatively small, under 1000 m3
(Robison et al., 1999). However, slope–area products
for third- and higher-order channels were considerably
higher at Tillamook than at Mapleton (Fig. 12c),
leading, we suspect, to different consequences in the
mainstem channels. From Eq. (26), we estimated the
proportion of debris-flow deposits potentially carried
downstream by fluvial transport during the flood
associated with the 1996 storm (Fig. 12c). The small
proportions predicted for the Mapleton site suggests that
debris flows there formed distinct deposits within
mainstem valleys, whereas the larger proportions
predicted for the Tillamook site suggests that debris
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flows there had much of their volume carried downstream, triggering the extensive downstream channel
disturbance mapped by ODF. If we look solely at thirdand lower-order channels, the debris-flow model
predicts the extent of channel length impacted by debris
flows for Tillamook quite well (Fig. 11b).
5. Discussion
5.1. Applications
This model was developed to examine the role of
debris-flows in Oregon Coast Range stream ecosystems.
Because it was built on and calibrated with 1:24,000-

Fig. 13. The calculated probability for a debris flow to travel from each hillslope DEM cell to channels with a) downstream gradients ≤ 20%,
representing all potentially fish-bearing streams, and b) downstream gradients ≤ 7%, representing all potentially coho-bearing streams, for the
Tillamook and Mapleton study sites.
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scale topographic data (10-m DEMs), it predicts the
probability for debris-flow delivery to streams over
reach scales of 101 to 102 m (Fig. 9). This resolution
highlights along-channel variability in debris-flow
potential, which allows direct comparison of model
predictions to surveys of channel geomorphology and
aquatic habitat. For example, we expect reaches with a
high debris-flow probability to have a high probability
of exhibiting evidence of past debris-flow deposition
(fans, terraces, boulders, and large wood). Ultimately,
predictions of debris-flow susceptibility should improve
predictions of habitat types, disturbance regimes, and
the associated distribution of species assemblages,
abundance, and productivity over entire channel networks (e.g., Burnett et al., 2007).
The model also provides a direct process linkage
between hillslopes and stream channels. It identifies
debris-flow source areas and links them to the specific
channel reaches affected. The probability for debrisflow delivery from a single source point to a specific
channel location can be mapped over all sources. For
instance, the model indicates distinct differences in the
distribution of hillslope locations from which debris
flows can reach the fish-bearing portion of a channel
network and the portion of the network accessible to
coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) (Fig. 13). Model
predictions are being developed and tested as tools for

highlighting potential debris-flow producing zones for
use in timber-harvest planning and for stream restoration
and conservation efforts (Benda et al., 2007; Burnett and
Miller, 2007).
The model can be applied and the results integrated
over a range of spatial extents. By calculating the
cumulative debris-flow travel length, LC in Eq. (25),
over identified channels (excluding unchannelized
hillslopes), the spatial density (length per unit area) of
debris-flow-affected channels can be estimated over any
basin scale (Fig. 14). This allows basins to be ranked in
terms of potential debris-flow impacts that quantify the
variable effects of regional and local topography.
5.2. Effect of forest cover on debris-flow scour and
runout length
In general, the proportion of channel length mapped
by ODF as scoured at the Mapleton site was greater in
the Open and Mixed classes than in the Large class, so
that our calibration for probability of scour differed
between the Large class and the other two forest classes
(Fig. 5a). Such differences in the degree of debris-flow
scour between forest types have been observed
elsewhere. Field surveys from the western Olympic
mountains Washington, USA indicated that “Debris
flows in the industrial forest leave channels scoured to

Fig. 14. The calculated density of debris-flow impacted channels over three spatial scales. Spatial scales correspond to 5th-, 6th-, and 7th-field USGS
Hydrologic Units.
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bedrock along much of their length, but in the old
growth such scour is rare, and reaches tend to retain
sediment cover along most of their length” (Bunn and
Montgomery, 2000, pp. 106). Industrial forests correspond to our Open and Mixed forest-cover classes, old
growth to our Large class. In field surveys in southeast
Alaska, clearcuts tended to have greater erosion
volumes per unit length of debris-flow travel than did
old-growth forests (Johnson et al., 2000) for slope
classes greater than 16% (9°), with deposition occurring
in both forest types for slope classes less than 16%.
The lower potential for debris-flow scour in the
Large forest class (Fig. 5a) results in shorter estimates of
scour length and smaller entrained volumes (Eq. (11))
along debris-flow tracks through this class than through
the Open and Mixed classes. Smaller entrained volumes
lead to shorter predicted runout lengths; hence, the
model predicts lower probabilities for runout through
mature forests than through clearcuts and young forest
stands. For example, if we keep all the landslide
initiation probabilities as originally estimated, but
calculate runout probabilities first for uniformly unforested conditions (Open class) and then for uniformly
forested conditions (Large class), we predict that the
cumulative length of channels traversed by debris flows
will be reduced by 20% (from 8256 m to 6600 m, Eq.
(25)) for the Mapleton study area. This reduction is
solely a consequence of the difference in the calibrated
probability for debris-flow scour found between the
Open and Large forest-cover classes (Fig. 5a).
Our prediction of shorter debris-flow runout lengths
through older forests is consistent with empirical
findings. In analyzing the ODF data, which included
data for the Mapleton study site, Robison et al. (1999)
also noted differences in runout lengths for debris flows
in different forest-age classes. They used threshold
values of channel gradient and channel-junction angles,
as described by Benda and Cundy (1990), to determine
expected debris-flow lengths. Debris flows that did not
go as far as expected traveled predominately through
mature forests (Robison et al., 1999). May (2002) also
surveyed debris flows in coastal Oregon following the
1996 storm. Although surveyed values varied greatly,
May (2002) found the lowest mean runout length for
debris flows through mature forests.
Although our model suggests that differences in
runout length between forest classes may result from
differences in the extent of scour zones, other mechanisms must also influence travel length. For example,
May (2002) found that volumes eroded per unit length
of debris-flow travel through scour zones tended to be
greater in mature forests than in clearcuts or second-
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growth forests, which would counter the effect of
shorter scour lengths in mature forests. Other factors
affecting runout length include suppression of debrisflow travel through depositional zones in forested areas,
relative to unforested areas, as reported by Ishikawa
et al. (2003) for sites in Japan. Additionally, Lancaster
et al. (2003) demonstrated with a mechanistic model that
entrainment and transport of wood should suppress
debris-flow movement. Differences among forest classes in abundance of large standing and down trees in and
along stream channels may then also affect runout
lengths.
5.3. Limitations
Model calibration and resulting empirical probabilities reference mapping from a single storm event.
Because this was a large-magnitude storm that triggered
many debris flows, we expect that the mapped debrisflow tracks well represent intrinsic controls on debrisflow runout. However, this assumption waits testing
against data collected over longer time periods that
include a greater range of storm characteristics and
antecedent conditions.
Likewise, modeled probabilities of debris-flow delivery reflect the number of events mapped following a
single storm at a single study site; they do not reflect rates
of occurrence or probabilities over time. This is an important distinction. We use model results only as indicators of relative rates. Calibration to estimate actual
rates requires time-series data (e.g., Reid and Page, 2002).
The model is intended for medium and regional scale
analyses (∼ 1:24,000 scale, Soeters and van Westen,
1996). The resolution of underlying data and the
assumptions inherent in model design preclude its use
for site-scale analyses of debris-flow hazards. It can be
used to identify areas prone to debris-flow occurrence,
but determination of the need for and design of specific
mitigation measures requires more detailed aerial
photograph and field-based observations.
The model, as currently set up, requires estimates of
29 parameters (Table 2). All parameter values are
calibrated to field observations. In fact, all parameters,
except for aD and λ, are used simply to provide a
smooth interpolating function to field-measured proportions. We could use the measured proportions directly,
but the functional forms are more easily implemented in
an automatic scheme for computing their values.
Nevertheless, 29 parameters provide great leeway for
model adjustment. Calibration builds progressively
from estimates of where scour and deposition occur to
the probability that a debris flow terminates. Parameters
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Table 2
Model parameter values
WV1

12 m

SW1 (scour)
Open forest
class
SW1 (scour)
Large forest
class
SW0 (deposit)
Open forest
class
SW0 (deposit)
Large forest
class
SW1 (deposit)
Open forest
class
SW1 (deposit)
Large forest
class
cS Open forest class
cS Large forest
class
cDep Open
forest class
aD

0.8

a, where
pR = a ⁎ expbR
b, where
pR = a ⁎ expbR
λ

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20

Mean confining width of 1st-order
channels, Eq. (2)
SW value above which only debris-flow
scour occurs, Eqs. (9) and (10)

2.3

−0.15 SW value below which only deposition
occurs; least-squares fit gives negative
value, Eqs. (9) and (10)
−0.09

0.7

SW value above which no deposition
occurs, Eqs. (9) and (10)

0.7

0.72
0.52

Scour exponent for Eq. (6)

2.34

Deposit exponent for Eq. (7)

0.25

Proportionality constant between
VD and VS, Eq. (13)
0.226 From exponential fit to distribution of
debris-flow endpoint R values, Fig. 5
0.489
0.035 “Rate” parameter for exponential
distribution of debris-flow
travel lengths, Eqs. (18) and (19)
0.000 Serendipity-brick point values, Fig. 2
0.000
0.015
0.691
0.000
0.000
0.778
1.000
0.000
0.007
0.560
0.650
0.000
0.000
0.668
0.903
0.000
0.658
0.845
0.803

calibrated late in the sequence can compensate for
uncertainties in parameters calibrated early in the
sequence. For example, changes in coefficients for PS

and PDep in Eqs. (6) and (7), and for aD in Eq. (13), alter
the calibrated values for parameters in later steps. The
last step, choice of a value for λ, the probability that a
debris flow terminates per unit length of travel, thus has
a large influence on model results. We only needed to
adjust λ to better fit the observed distribution of debrisflow-affected channel length by gradient (Fig. 10).
However, by focusing our evaluation only on channel
gradient, we miss other types of spatial variation that
may be more sensitive to changes in PS and PDep. We
used channel gradient because it is a key factor
influencing where fish are found in a stream network,
but other concerns (e.g., effects of standing trees on
debris-flow runout length) would direct our attention
elsewhere. We endeavored to build a model based on
rational relationships between available debris-flow
mapping, available digital data, and logical physical
constraints. However, the value of an empirical model,
particularly one with so many parameters, is proven
only by its ability to reproduce observations in areas
beyond the calibration area. The match to mapping in
first- through third-order channels at the Tillamook
study site is reassuring, but our inability to predict
downstream impacts at Tillamook highlights a current
shortcoming of this model.
Assumptions made to develop this model point to
ways of improving it. Estimates of volume entrained, VS
of Eq. (11), assume that the volumes available for
entrainment per unit scour length are derived from a
spatially uniform distribution, but this is not the case.
The volume available for scour from any potential
debris-flow track is largely a function of the time since
the last debris flow (May and Gresswell, 2003) and
varies from site to site (May, 2002). If the probability of
debris-flow delivery, PDEL of Eq. (22), is proportional to
the frequency of debris-flow events through steep, loworder channels, then the volume accumulated should,
on average, be proportional to the inverse of PDEL.
Likewise, systematic differences in erosion and deposition rates (m3 m− 1) through zones of scour and
deposition in different forest classes suggest that aD, the
proportionality constant of Eq. (13), should be set
independently for each class.
Our estimates of debris-flow volume also lack the
volume of the initiating landslide. This is a minor effect if
the initiating volume is small relative to the volume
entrained during runout, but the initiating volume can
comprise a large portion of the resulting debris-flow
deposit (May, 2002). A model that includes some estimate
of initiating volume may better represent the full range of
runout lengths (Fig. 7), particularly if long-runout debris
flows tend to have larger than average initiating volumes.
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Our estimate of volume deposited, VD, Eq. (12),
ignores the constraints imposed by debris fans at
channel junctions. These fans are generally too small
to be resolved from 1:24,000-scale topographic data, yet
fans can be a primary factor limiting debris-flow
delivery of material to larger streams (May and
Gresswell, 2004). These effects are partially accounted
for in our calibration for pJ, the probability that a debris
flow traverses a junction, but a more direct accounting
of fan size and geometry may better constrain estimates
of this probability. Fan size and geometry vary with the
number of debris-flow sources in the contributing basin,
the size of the receiving channel, and the time since the
last debris flow (May and Gresswell, 2004), all of which
could be incorporated into this modeling framework.
We have not evaluated the influence of geology or soil
types on debris-flow runout. The model could be calibrated
separately for different geologies and soils. Our results
(Fig. 11) suggest that the model calibration from Mapleton
can be reasonably extrapolated to low-order channels
throughout the Oregon Coast Range, but that further
strategies are required to assess potential downstream
impacts in rock types other than sandstones. Inclusion of
attributes that gauge the potential for fluvial transport of
debris-flow-delivered material, such as a measure of
stream power (Fig. 12), may improve our ability to predict
debris-flow impacts in the receiving channels.

accounts for hillslope topography, channel-network
geometry, and forest cover, using digital data that can
be widely applied with a GIS. Because these data leave
much variability in controlling factors unquantified, we
chose a probabilistic model design. Comparison with
widely separated field sites suggests that the model can
be robustly extrapolated for low-order channels, but that
further strategies are needed to characterize consequences for larger channels. The ability to use available
data to quantify debris-flow runout potential opens the
door to developing a variety of tools for assessing
landslides, channel conditions, and land-management
effects on watershed processes.

6. Conclusions
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